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Pays Baltes 2015

OUTSTANDING MOMENTS
• The view of Vilnius from a hot air balloon.
• The reception held by the mayor of Vilnius in front of the cathedral
 to mark the departure of the cars.
• The private tour of the 600 ton submarine Lembit
 at the Seaplane Museum in Tallinn Harbour.
• Crossing the border using the old smugglers’ routes.
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For over 10 years, Cyril Codron of l’Imperial Classic has dreamed of a 
very special voyage to unveil the beauties of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, 
pearls of the Baltic.  In June 2015, these former Soviet countries revealed 
the diversity of their landscapes and their rich and eventful pasts.  The 
pleasure of driving was also one of the major attractions of this trip.
Constant sunshine
The sun followed the teams throughout the entire trip, which started in 
Vilnius. The old town offered an enchanting experience, with its            
steep, narrow streets, colourful ways and small shops. Among the 
highlights were a private visit to the former KGB prison and a               
demonstration of amber-polishing.
A visit to the island of Trakai (a former royal city) and its castle-fortress  
was very special, with a lake cruise allowing us to view this medieval 
jewel from a different perspective.
After leaving Pakruojis a moving spectacle awaited us: the hill of crosses 
close to Siauliai. The 150,000 crosses, rosaries and other religious 
objects illustrate the resistance and peaceful fervour of Lithuanian      
Catholics who were threatened over the course of many years.
A visit to Rundale Palace, a jewel of baroque art with a gilded hall and 
white room, followed by lunch in the palace dining room, was a unique 
experience for the participants. The magnificence of the 18th century 
remains intact at Rundale Palace.
Heading back north
Riga is known for its Art Nouveau architecture. Our visitors were          
won over by the charm of the old town: vividly coloured closely packed 
facades, winding streets, and small squares in which to sit a while        
and daydream.
It is hard to imagine that on the sandy beaches of Jürmala, on the edge  
of the Baltic, such a glamorous dinner would await the participants:          
a white tent, reflections of the candles and the romance of a sunset on the 
sea. This magical, artfully orchestrated evening was unforgettable.
The winding road between Sigulda and Cesis is in good condition             
- a dream for the drivers!
In Tallinn, medieval charm and modern architecture exist happily side by 
side. After a scenic lunch in a fishing village it was time to board             
the ferry to spend the night on the peaceful island of Muhu.
The Baltic countries were the source of many discoveries and a            
complete change of scene; this rally will always be a reminder of shared             
happiness.

      “The Baltic Countries : wonders
                             on the borders of Europe.”

Lituanie, Lettonie, Estonie
One rally, three countries


